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Important Instructions for this Test:  Please pay close attention to and carefully follow all rounding 
instructions.  Round any intermediate steps as indicated or as necessary to make the final answer as accurate as 
possible.  Good luck, and as always: “NOTA” stands for “None of These Answers is correct.” 
 
Use the following information to answer the first 7 questions. 
Meghana was the top overall Statistics competitor of the 2017 FAMAT season which earned her the #1 “Squirty 
Chicken” award based on her top four scores which are summarized in the table below.  For convenience, the test 
names are abbreviated as JSW for the January Statewide, JCR for the January Combined Regionals, FCR for the 
February Combined Regionals, and MSW for the March Statewide.  NOTE: a perfect score on a FAMAT test is 
120 and the FAMAT T-Score is “supposed” to be a linear transformation of the test score into a scale with a mean 
of 50 and a standard deviation of 10.  Thus:  T = 50 + 10Z. 
 

Test FAMAT Score Rank Mean Sample Standard Deviation FAMAT T-Score 

JSW 120 Tied for 1st 73.130 35.610 62.7942 

JCR 102 4th (alone) 48.288 25.564 71.0580 

FCR 98 6th (alone) 30.379 27.974 74.2284 

MSW 101 1st (alone) 43.051 20.993 76.3319 

 
1.  On which of the four tests did Meghana score the highest relative to the mean on that particular test in terms of 
the number of standard deviations above the mean her score is on the respective test? 
 

A) JSW  B)  JCR  C)  FCR D)  MSW  E)  NOTA 
 
 
2.  What are the sample mean and sample standard deviation of Meghana’s FAMAT Scores on these four tests 
rounded to the nearest hundredth?  Make sure to select the option which uses proper notation. 
 

A) 𝑋 =  105.25, 𝑠 = 9.98  C)  µ = 105.25,  σ = 8.64  E)  NOTA 
B) 𝑋 =  71.10, 𝑠 = 5.95  D)  µ = 71.10,  σ = 5.15 

 
 
3.  Suppose that the mean and standard deviation of the distribution of all FAMAT T-Scores across all FAMAT 
tests across all divisions combined throughout history are indeed 50 and 10, respectively.  Also, assume that the 
distribution is approximately normal.  Compute Meghana’s mean FAMAT T-Score from the table above then 
determine its percentile rank relative to all FAMAT T-Scores across all disciplines throughout history to the 
nearest whole percent.  NOTE:  Do not treat Meghana’s four FAMAT T-Scores as an SRS of all scores. 
 

A) 92%  B)  94%  C)  96%  D)  98%  E)  NOTA 
 
4.  Again, suppose that the mean and the standard deviation of the distribution of all FAMAT T-Scores across all 
FAMAT tests across all divisions combined throughout history are indeed 50 and 10, respectively, and that the 
distribution is approximately normal.  What is the approximate probability that the sample mean of any arbitrary 
SRS of 4 FAMAT T-Scores exceeds Meghana’s lowest FAMAT T-Score from the table above (rounded to the 
nearest thousandth)? 
 

A) 0.100  B)  0.010  C)  0.005  D)  0.050  E)  NOTA 
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5.  A FAMAT test score is based on 4 points times the number correct minus 1 point for each incorrect response 
and 0 points for each question skipped.  This is then converted into a T-Score which is allegedly the result of a 
linear transformation such that the resulting set of T-Scores for all scores on a particular test is to have a mean of 
50 and standard deviation of 10.  Thus, T = 50 + 10Z (as mentioned earlier), where Z is the original FAMAT 
score converted to a standard Z-Score based on the mean and sample standard deviation of the set of FAMAT test 
scores for that particular test.  However, analysis of many past tests reveals that while the mean of the T-Scores is 
consistently 50, the standard deviation of the T-Scores varies and sometimes takes on values less than 10 and 
sometimes greater than 10.  Closely analyze each of Meghana’s four FAMAT T-Scores and determine the actual 
standard deviation used to compute each one.  Let “a” represent the number of results which are above 10 and “b” 
represent the number of results which are below 10.  What is the ratio of a to b? 
 

A) 3:1  B)  1:3  C)  1:1  D)  4:0  E)  NOTA 
 
6.  This same strange phenomenon seems to manifest itself in sweepstakes scoring as well.  The final FAMAT 
sweepstakes rank in a regional or statewide contest is usually determined by taking the sum of the top four out of 
five division T-Scores (Geometry, Algebra II, Pre-Calculus, Calculus, and Statistics).  However, these T-Scores 
tend to be based upon standard deviations which vary from 10 in either direction as well.  Thus, it is potentially 
possible to essentially weight one division over another when determining the final sweepstakes results by making 
the T-Score of that division based upon a standard deviation other than 10 while keeping the mean of the T-Scores 
for each division equal to 50.  Suppose some devious person wishes to bias the sweepstakes results towards 
schools with the strongest Statistics division.  For the sake of simplicity, let’s also assume that everyone drops 
their Geometry T-Score.  Which of the following would best accomplish this result? 
 

A) Base the Statistics division T-Score on a standard deviation greater than 10 and all the other remaining 
division T-Scores on a standard deviation equal to 10. 
 

B) Base the Statistics division T-Score on a standard deviation greater than 10 and all the other remaining 
division T-Scores on a standard deviation less than 10. 
 

C) Base the Statistics division T-Score on a standard deviation less than 10 and all the other remaining 
division T-Scores on a standard deviation equal to 10. 
 

D) Base the Statistics division T-Score on a standard deviation less than 10 and all the other remaining 
division T-Scores on a standard deviation greater than 10. 
 

E) NOTA 
 
7.  The MSW Statistics individual test was clearly one of the most difficult tests of that year.  As a matter of fact, 
a score of 60 or more was all one needed to place in the top 20!  Meghana, along with her two teammates Matt 
and Eriel, were three of the top five scores that day.  Since they all took the test initially as juniors, they decided 
to take the test again one year later, just for fun.  However, since it has been almost a year since they took AP 
Statistics, they don’t quite remember everything.  Yet, they are all able to definitively eliminate 3 of the five 
choices on each question, and hence, will randomly and independently guess from the remaining two choices on 
each of the 30 questions on the test.  What is the probability that at least one of the three of them still places in the 
top 20 on the test assuming they randomly and independently guess on each question after eliminating 3 choices 
and leave none blank (i.e., at least one of them earns a score of at least 60 on the test by getting at least 18 
questions correct and at most 12 questions incorrect out of 30)?  Round your final answer to four decimal places. 
 

A) 0.5498  B)  0.7284  C)  0.2716  D)  0.4502  E)  NOTA 
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Use the following information to answer the next 14 questions: 
The Berkley fishing tackle company has designed a new bass fishing lure which comes in a variety of sizes and 
colors.  In order to test the effectiveness of the various size and color combinations, they have a group of 
professional bass fishermen test the lures by fishing with them in a man-made lake which is well stocked with 
hungry bass of various sizes.  Each lure is cast exactly the same number of times over the same amount of time.  
All bass caught are returned to the lake which allows them to be independently caught again and again (which 
often happens).  The total number of bass caught for each lure size and color combination are summarized below. 

Observed Counts       

Lure Size \ Color Blue Green Red Silver Gold Total 

Small 23 27 28 25 24 127 

Medium 20 24 30 12 30 116 

Large 14 21 24 14 18 91 

Jumbo 14 13 13 11 15 66 

Total 71 85 95 62 87 400 

 
 
8.  What is the median number of bass caught per lure size and color combination? 
 

A) 20  B)  20.5  C) 24    D)  24.5  E)  NOTA 
 
 
9.  How many outliers are there amongst the number of bass caught per lure size and color combination using the 
1.5(IQR) rule? 
 

A) 0  B)  1  C)  2  D)  3  E)  NOTA 
 
 
Compute each of the following probabilities for a randomly selected caught bass from the table: 
 
10.  P(Green) 
 

A) !"
!"

  B)  !"
!"

  C)  !"
!"

  D)  !"
!""

  E)  NOTA 
 
11.  P(Large and Red) 
 

B) !"
!""

  B)  !"
!""

  C)  !
!"

  D)  !"
!"

  E)  NOTA 

 
12.  P(Small or Silver) 
 

A) !
!"

  B)  !"#
!""

  C)  !"#
!""

  D)  !"
!""

  E)  NOTA 
 
13.  P(Green | Medium) 
 

A) !"
!"

  B)  !
!"

  C)  !
!"

  D)  !"#
!""

  E)  NOTA   
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14.  The graph below displays the distribution of the number of bass caught per lure size and color combination.  
What is the name of this type of graph? 
 

A) Bar graph B) Stem-and-leaf display C) Histogram  D) Scatterplot           E) NOTA  
 

 
15.  Based solely on the graph above, which of the following is the best description of the distribution of the 
number of bass caught per lure size and color combination? 
 

A) It has two peaks and is slightly skewed to the left.  D)  It is approximately normal. 
B) It has two peaks and is slightly skewed to the right.  E)  NOTA 
C) It has two peaks and is somewhat symmetric. 

 
16.   The graph above seems to show evidence against the assumption that the data came from a normally 
distributed population.  Thus, if we wanted to use this data to perform a one-sample t-test to determine if the mean 
number of bass caught per lure size and color combination is greater than 18, that condition for the test may be 
slightly violated.  However, the test is still relatively safe to perform because the sample size of 20 is not terribly 
small and t-tests are _____ with respect to a minor violation of the normality condition. 
 

A) resistant B)  robust C)  stable D)  consistent  E)  NOTA 
 
17.  Professional bass fishermen fish by sight.  This means that once they spot a bass in the water within their 
individual casting distance, they cast towards the fish in hopes of landing their lure close enough so as to entice a 
strike from the fish, hook it, and land it.  Their “catch rate” per independent cast (regardless of the lure used) is 
determined as follows: 90% of all casts land close enough to the bass so as to entice a strike.  Once within striking 
distance, 80% of all bass will strike the lure and 75% of all bass that strike are actually hooked.  Once hooked, 
95% of all bass are landed.  What is a professional bass fisherman’s catch rate per 1,000 casts?  That is, how 
many bass does a professional bass fisherman expect to land out of every 1,000 casts when sight fishing? 
 

A) 315  B)  513  C)  850  D)  580  E)  NOTA 
 
18.   What is the expected count of the number of bass caught on a jumbo gold lure if lure size and lure color are 
perfectly independent of each other? 
 

A) 15  B)  14.355  C)  0.645  D)  0.029  E)  NOTA 
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19.  The Berkley fishing tackle company hopes to make the following two claims when marketing this new bass 
fishing lure to potential customers in its advertising: 
 

 Claim I:   All lure colors are equally effective at catching bass. 
Claim II:  There is no interaction effect between lure size and lure color.  Thus, lure size and lure color  

      are independent. 
 
Is the company safe in making either claim in their advertising?  That is, do the data in the table provide evidence 
that rejects either claim?  Perform the appropriate statistical test of each claim independent of the other at the 5% 
level of significance and you may assume all requisite assumptions and conditions for the appropriate inference 
procedures are met.  Which of the following is true based on your results? 
 

A) Neither claim is rejected by the data.       D)  Claim II is rejected by the data but Claim I is not. 
B) Both claims are rejected by the data.       E)  NOTA 
C) Claim I is rejected by the data but Claim II is not. 

 
20.  The Berkeley fishing tackle company is considering discontinuing an older model lure which comes in the 
same size and color combinations as the new lure and replacing it with this new model lure in order to save on 
manufacturing costs.  However, they will only do so if this data provides statistically significant evidence that 
professional bass fisherman using this this new model lure have an overall catch rate across all lure size and color 
combinations that is higher than the old model lure at the 5% level of significance.  Otherwise, they will add this 
new model lure to their product line without discontinuing the older model lure. The older model lure has an 
overall catch rate of 60%.  The total number of bass caught in the table above is based on 640 total independent 
casts by the professional bass fishermen who participated in the study.  What does the data in this study suggest 
that the company should do and why?  You may assume all requisite inference assumptions and conditions for the 
appropriate statistical test are met. 
 

A) The company should keep both lures in their product line since the results of the test are statistically 
significant at the 5% level. 

B) The company should discontinue the old lure since the results of the test are statistically significant at the 
5% level. 

C) The company should discontinue the old lure since the results of the test are not statistically significant at 
the 5% level. 

D) The company should keep both lures in their product line since the results of the test are not statistically 
significant at the 5%level. 

E) NOTA 
 
21.  Whenever the same data set is used to make multiple comparisons or perform multiple hypothesis tests, as is 
the case here with the data in the table above, the overall Type-I error rate increases.  One simple way to adjust for 
this is to use what is known as the “Bonferroni Correction.”  This method takes the desired maximum overall 
Type-I Error rate and divides it by the number of tests being performed on the data and the result is used as the 
new level of significance for each of the individual tests being performed on the data.  There are four tests 
performed on the fishing lure data above (if you include the one implied in #16), each with a desired level of 
significance of 5%.  Use the Bonferroni Correction method to compute the actual overall Type-I error rate for a 
set of four such tests with a desired overall level of significance of at most 5%.  The overall Type-I error rate is 
defined as the probability of committing at least one Type-I error amongst the set of tests which are treated as if 
they were independent of each other for computation purposes.  Round the final answer to thousandths place. 
 

A) 0.050  B)  0.049  C)  0.185  D)  0.013  E)  NOTA 
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Use the following information to answer the remaining 9 questions: 
Ray Dass Test Prep claims it can help students improve their performance on the SAT, but is there empirical 
evidence in support of this claim?  In particular, is there evidence that their test prep program both applies to the 
general population of students who take the SAT and that there is a cause and effect relationship in that student 
improvement in SAT performance is actually due to using their test prep program and not other confounding 
factors?  The following are three separate and independent study designs which all hope to answer these 
questions.  Since it is known that repeated taking of standardized tests like the SAT can result in some 
improvement from one administration to the next, each of the following study designs starts with students who 
have never taken the SAT before.  You may ignore any potential ethical issues with any of these designs.   
 
Study Design A:  An SRS of students who have never taken the SAT before and who have never used Ray Dass 
Test Prep before (but intend to use it by their own choice) is selected.  After all of these students use the Ray Dass 
Test Prep program, they then take the SAT for the first time.  The appropriate statistical test is then performed to 
compare their mean score on the SAT to the population mean score on the test to determine if it is statistically 
significantly higher. 
 
Study Design B:  An SRS of students who have never taken the SAT before and have never used Ray Dass Test 
Prep before are compared to an independent SRS of students who have never used Ray Dass Test Prep before nor 
have they ever taken the SAT before but will use the Ray Dass Test Prep program (voluntarily) just prior to taking 
the SAT for the first time.  The SAT test is then administered to both groups at the same time after the second 
group has used the Ray Dass Test Prep program and the appropriate statistical test is then performed to compare 
the mean SAT scores of the two independent groups after they each take the test for the first time to determine if 
there is a statistically significant difference between mean performance of the two groups on the test. 
 
Study Design C:  An SRS of students who have never taken the SAT before and who have never used Ray Dass 
Test Prep before are first given the SAT.  They are then required to go through the Ray Dass Test Prep program 
for the first time and then take the SAT a second time.  The appropriate statistical test is then performed to 
determine if there is a statistically significant mean increase in performance on the SAT test from before to after 
the students went through the Ray Dass Test Prep program. 
 
Each of the three study designs above utilizes a statistical inference procedure of which you should be familiar by 
now in your AP Statistics class and they each can be classified according to the following three criteria: 
 

1. Type of study: observational study vs. experiment 
 

2. Inference procedure required to analyze the data:  one-sample t-test, independent two-sample t-test, or 
matched-pairs t-test 

 
3. Scope of inference:  Are the results are generalizable to the population of interest and / or do they show 

evidence of cause-and-effect or not? 
 
 
22.  The fact that each study design specifically uses students who have never taken the SAT before (at least not 
initially) and / or who have never used Ray Dass Test Prep before is a form of ________. 
 

A) Assignment  C)  Control   E)  NOTA 
B) Blocking  D)  Double blinding 
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23.  Which study is correctly classified below based on the above three criteria? 
 

A) Study Design A is an observational study which utilizes a right-tail, one-sample t-test and the results are 
generalizable to the population of interest but could not show evidence of cause-and-effect. 

B) Study Design B is an observational study which utilizes a two-tail, independent, two-sample t-test and the 
results are generalizable to the populations of interest but could not show evidence of cause-and-effect. 

C) Study Design C is a matched-pairs experiment which utilizes a matched-pairs t-test and the results are 
both generalizable to the population of interest and could show evidence of cause-and-effect. 

D) All of the above are correct. 
E) NOTA 

 
24.  Suppose the population mean score on the SAT is 1000 and an increase by an effect size of more than 100 
points on the SAT is deemed practically significant.  Study Design A used an SRS of 25 subjects and found a 
sample mean score of 1164 and a sample standard deviation of 160.  Does this data show statistically significant 
evidence of a practically significant difference (i.e. an increase of over 100 points above the national mean) 
between this group of subjects and the national mean score of 1000 at the 5% level of significance?  Compute the 
sum of the test statistic and p-value of the appropriate statistical test rounded to the nearest thousandth.  You may 
assume all requisite inference assumptions and conditions are met. 
 

A) 2.000  B)  2.028  C)  5.125  D)  5.640  E)  NOTA 
 
25.  Suppose we assume that the true mean SAT score of those who use Ray Dass Test Prep for the first time prior 
to taking the SAT for the first time is 1200 and that the population standard deviation of the distribution of SAT 
scores for this group is the same as that of the general population, namely σ = 200.  Determine the probability that 
an SRS of 25 subjects who use Ray Dass Test Prep for the first time (such as the group described here) results in a 
sample mean SAT score which fails to correctly reject the null H0: µ = 1100 and fails to correctly support the 
alternative HA: µ > 1100 at the 3% level of significance.  Round the final answer to the nearest thousandth and 
you may assume all requisite inference assumptions and conditions are met. 
 

A) 0.196  B)  0.804  C)  0.732  D)  0.268  E)  NOTA 
 
26.  The results of Study Design B are summarized below.  A 99% confidence interval is constructed to determine 
if there is statistically significant evidence of any difference between the two groups at all.  Then, the same 
interval is used to determine if there is statistically significant evidence of a practically significant difference 
between the two groups.  Namely, is there evidence of a difference greater than 100 points.  Which of the 
following conclusions is correct?  You may assume all requisite inference assumptions and conditions are met. 
 
Ray Dass Group:  𝑋! = 1210, 𝑆! = 180, 𝑛! = 25 No Ray Dass Group:  𝑋! = 1025, 𝑆! = 220, 𝑛! = 25 
 

A) There is statistically significant evidence of a both difference between the two groups in general and there 
is statistically significant evidence to say that it is of practical significance, namely greater than 100. 

B) There is statistically significant evidence of a difference between the two groups in general, but there is 
insufficient evidence to say that it is of practical significance, namely greater than 100. 

C) There is a lack statistically significant evidence of a difference between the two groups in general but 
there is statistically significant evidence to say that it is of practical significance, namely greater than 100. 

D) There is both a lack of statistically significant evidence of a difference between the two groups in general 
and there is insufficient evidence to say that it is of practical significance, namely greater than 100. 

E) NOTA 
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Use the results of Study Design C summarized in the table below to answer the next two questions: 
Study Design C Y = Post-Test X = Pre-Test 

Sample Mean  1180 1020 

Sample Standard Deviation  216 192 

Sample Size  25 25 

Pearson Correlation:  r  0.72  
 
 
27.  One of the subjects in the study earned a 920 on the Pre-Test and a 1090 on the Post-Test.  What is his 
residual when using his Pre-Test score to predict his Post-Test score rounded to the nearest integer? 
 

A) 9  B)  – 9  C)  7  D)  – 7  E)  NOTA 
 
 
28.  Perform the appropriate statistical test at the 5% level of significance to determine if there is statistically 
significant evidence of a practically significant mean difference between the Post-Test scores and the Pre-Test 
scores.  Namely, is there evidence that the mean difference is greater than 100?  Which of the following is the 
correct p-value of the test rounded to the nearest thousandth?  You may assume all requisite inference 
assumptions and conditions are met and you will need the following formula:  𝑆!!!! = 𝑆!! + 𝑆!! − 2(𝑟)(𝑆!)(𝑆!). 

 
A) 0.004  B)  0.152 C)  0.155 D)  0.032 E)  NOTA 

 
 
29.  Which of the three study designs is the best in terms of likely having the greatest power and the widest scope 
of inference?  Thus, making it the best study design for providing evidence supporting the Ray Dass Test Prep 
Corporation’s claim. 
 

A) Study Design A   C)  Study Design C  E)  NOTA 
B) Study Design B   D)  All three are equal 

 
 
30.  Suppose you find out that the Ray Dass Test Prep Corporation actually provided the funding for each of these 
studies.  What potential form of bias is this? 
 

A) Response bias   C)  Confounding bias  E)  NOTA 
B) Non-response bias  D)  Undercoverage bias 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


